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Name. The name Aachen is a modern descendant, like southern German Ach(e), German: Aach, meaning
"river" or "stream", from Old High German ahha, meaning "water" or "stream", which directly translates (and
etymologically corresponds to) Latin Aquae, referring to the springs.Best known as the capital of Charlemagne's
Frankish empire, today's Aachen sits at the juncture where Germany meets the Netherlands (the Dutch know it
as Aken) and Belgium (where "Walloons" call it Aix-la-Chapelle).Aachen, French Aix-la-Chapelle, Dutch
Aken, city, North Rhine–Westphalia Land (state), western Germany.Its municipal boundaries coincide on the
west with the frontiers of Belgium and the Netherlands.Aachen was the winter capital of Charlemagne, Holy
Roman Emperor from 800 to 814 AD.. The city lies at the borders of Germany with Belgium and the
Netherlands, forming the economic region called the Euregio.Aachen has been around for millennia. The
Romans nursed their war wounds and stiff joints in the steaming waters of its mineral springs, but it was
Charlemagne who put the city firmly on the European map.The AZL lightweight competence network, along
with its Aachen Campus partner institutes active in various fields of lightweight production technology,
comprise over 750 scientists and 1100 graduate students.AACHEN. AACHEN. An important, if costly,
symbolic victory for the Allies during World War II, Aachen was the first German city captured and held by
Allied troops.Sitting along a system of German defensive works known as the West Wall, the city was taken by
the American First Army, commanded by General Courtney Hodges, after a bitter series of street-to-street
battles in September and October 1944.Get directions, maps, and traffic for Aachen, Nordrhein-Westfalen.
Check flight prices and hotel availability for your visit.Note: Neue Aachen is an updated and expanded version
of Aachen featuring 18 fonts!. The Aachen™ typeface design is a thick slab serif created by Alan Meeks at
Letraset, type directed by Colin Brignall.Aachen Cathedral (German: Aachener Dom), traditionally called in
English the Cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle, is a Roman Catholic church in Aachen, western Germany, and the see
of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Aachen.Aachen – European flair in the border triangle. When Dutch people
mean Aachen, they say Aken. Our Belgian neighbours call it Aix-la-Chapelle. Aachen is the most western
metropolis in Germany and it is directly located in the border region of Belgium and the Netherlands.Book your
tickets online for the top things to do in Aachen, Germany on TripAdvisor: See 10,472 traveler reviews and
photos of Aachen tourist attractions. Find what to do today, this weekend, or in March.Arbeitsamt
(Arbeitsagentur), Aachen branch of the Federal Employment Office (job centre)A city of western Germany near
the Belgian and Dutch borders. Charlemagne may have been born here in 742; he later made the city his
northern capital.Aachen Charlemagne's treasure chest There's no better time to hit the road! 5,000 years of
history are waiting to be explored by you in Aachen. The chronicle begins in the Neolithic period, when flint
was mined in the area.Aachen is a historically important city, spa and university centre in North RhineWestphalia, situated at the "three lands corner" where the borders of Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands
meet.A city in North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany.··Aachen (a city in North Rhine-Westphalia,
Germany)Geographically, Aachen is the westernmost city in Germany, bordering on the countries of Belgium
and The Netherlands. This is also called the tri-border region, with diverse cultural and linguistic
influences.Best known as the capital of Charlemagne's Frankish empire, today's Aachen sits at the juncture
where Germany meets the Netherlands (the Dutch know it as Aken) and Belgium (where "Walloons" call it Aixla-Chapelle). But Aachen's history goes back even further than 8th-century Charlemagne. Roman ...Great
savings on hotels in Aachen, Germany online. Good availability and great rates. Read hotel reviews and choose
the best hotel deal for your stay.Aachen is a heavy-stroked slab serif font designed by Alan Meeks under the
supervision of Colin Brignall and released by Letraset in 1969. Aachen is a veryContemporary Examples. of
aachen. More than 8,000 men—some were boys—are buried here, killed in battles in the Netherlands or
Aachen.Aachen is a German city in the state of North Rhine-Westphalia.It has about 260,000 inhabitants and a
well-known university, the Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule (RWTH).Aachen is a one province
minor in the HRE from February 2, 962 to October 17, 1797. Historically, Aachen never expanded past her one
province. Aachen stays Catholic through out The Reformation.Be prepared with the most accurate 10-day

forecast for Aachen, Germany with highs, lows, chance of precipitation from The Weather Channel and
Weather.comAachen is a city that lives and breathes Europe. It is practically Europe in miniature. Aachen, on
the border with Belgium and the Netherlands, has encapsulated the spirit, values and ideals of Europe since the
days of Charlemagne.Get the Aachen weather forecast. Access hourly, 10 day and 15 day forecasts along with
up to the minute reports and videos for Aachen, Germany from AccuWeather.comAt the center of Aachen, the
characteristic three-window-wide facades give way to buildings dating from the days when Charlemagne made
Aix-la-Chapelle (as it was then called) the great center of ...(In French, Aix-la-Chapelle, the name by which the
city is generally known; in Latin Aquae Grani, later Aquisgranum).. The city of Aachen lies in a Prussian
valley, surrounded by wooded heights, on the Wurm, a tributary of the Roer, on its way to the Meuse.Book your
tickets online for the top things to do in Aachen, Germany on TripAdvisor: See 10,458 traveller reviews and
photos of Aachen tourist attractions. Find what to do today, this weekend, or in March.

